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Abstract

An assemble to order policy considers a tradoff between the size of product portfolio and assembly lead time.
The concept of modular design is often used to implement the assemble to order policy. Modular design impacts
assembly of products and the supply chain. In particular storage, transportation and production are affected by
the selected modular structure.

For a determined assembly lead time, a module composition that minimizes assembly and production costs is
difficult to establish. This problem is highly combinatorial, it is not achievable to look for an optimal solution. This
article proposes a challenging modeling approach that consists in selecting a set of modules to be manufactured in
distant facilities and shipped in a nearby location plant for a final assembly operation under time limits. A taboo
search resolution approach is then investigated. Computational results showed that this method is promising.

Key words: product family, design, supply chain, optimization, taboo search.

1 Introduction

When commercial competition is strong, the customers have opportunities to choose between different
products. Each customer may select the product that is the closest to his individual needs. For a company,
it necessitates to design and manufacture diversified products. This enlarges the possibilities to be closer
to the customer requirements. At the same time, this involves an increasing number of product variants
and options. It follows a complex product diversity that must be well managed in order to guaranty
competitive costs. [13].

In order to give an efficient answer to this problem without an expansive product proliferation, companies
may focus on “mass customization” [19]. Mass customization deals with large products portfolio, flexible
manufacturing systems and extended supply chain.
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A product family is composed by similar products that differ by some characteristics such as options. For
example, the basic car model may contains few options in order to minimize the sale price. Then, some
options can be added to this basic model like air-conditioning, automatic gear box or diesel engines and
so on.

Assemble to order policy enables to offer a large diversity of final products from a limited number of semi-
finished components, often called modules [3]. Those modules may be manufactured in a pre-assembly
operation and stored. The final assembly of the product from the modules is operated when an order is
received. Lean production has induced major changes in the supplier-retailer relationship. Nowadays the
lead time is a major issue of contracts [1]. For a supplier, satisfying an order within respect of the delay
is essential. Delays are indeed costly for both the retailer and the supplier.

In this paper, we explore this production policy where modules are manufactured in distant location
facilities for cost minimization. Those modules are shipped and assembled in a nearby location facility in
order to have a short lead-time for the customers. Electric beam is an example of this category of product
family. They are largely used in the car industry [13]. In section 2 we give an overview on the state of
art of the different studies related to the problem at hand. We give a more detailed description of the
problem in section 3. An Integer Linear Program model is given in section 4. A taboo search algorithm
is investigated in section 5 and some computational experiments are given and analyzed in section 6.
Finally concluding remarks and perspectives are proposed in section 7.

2 State of the art

Literature proposes various approaches for the design of product families. Some product design
methodologies focus on the product architecture [4],[11], this is advantageously supported with mod-
ular design [10], component / product / process standardization [12], [17],[20]. Different methodologies
concentrate on process standardization [17], process resequencing [15] or generic assembly routing [8],[9].
From another point of view, authors concentrate on supply chain design methodologies, by integrating
customers and suppliers in uncertain environment [5], centered on stocks management [16] and for distant
facility location [18].

In all these works, the design of product, process and supply chain are integrated two by two. However, Lee
[14] shows that the product design choices (modular design, standardization or delayed differentiation)
have a strong influence on the supply chain design. Hence it is important to determine simultaneously,
even roughly, the product family design and its associated supply chain.

There is some recent works dealing with a global design modeling. Agard et al. [1] propose a genetic
algorithm to minimize the mean of finished product assembly times for a given demand. Agard and Penz
[2] propose a model for minimizing module production costs and a simulated annealing method based on
a clustering approach. Lamothe et al. [13] use a generic bill of material representation in order to identify
simultaneously the best bill of material for each product and the optimal structure of the associated
supply chain.

3 Problem Presentation

Consider the following industrial context (Figure 1). The producer receives customers’ orders for finished
products containing options and variants. Each individual product is then manufactured from a set of
modules that come from various suppliers.

Consider now that the producer has only a short delay (T ) to respond to customer demands. This delay
is less than the necessary time to assemble products from elementary components. In addition to this,
the producer has to provide the product exactly like the customer demand (without extra options). This
constraint comes from technical considerations or simply to avoid supplementary costs.

To satisfy customers, the producer brings pre-assembled components, called modules, from many suppliers
which are located in distant facilities around the world. The suppliers’ facilities are characterized by a
very weak production costs. Then, the modules are assembled in the producer facility which we assume
to be very close to the customers and thus characterized by its great reactivity and a reduced lead-time.
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Producer 

Assembly-to-order 

Customer 

Pre-assembly 

Nearby location Distant location 

Suppliers 

Short delay 

Fig. 1. Structure of the supply chain

4 Model and solution approach

4.1 Notations

Specifying the problem assumptions: a product or a module is considered as the set of functions that it
must fill, then:

• a function Fk is a requirement that must be ensured by the finished product.
• a module Mj is an assembly of functions that could be added with other modules to make a finished

product.
• a finished product Pi is an assembly of modules that corresponds exactly to at least one customer

demand.

Let introduce the following notations:

• F = {F1, ..., Fq} : set of q functions that can appeared in both finished products and modules;
• P = {P1, ..., Pn} : set of n possible finished products that may be demanded by at least one customer.

We note Di the estimated demand of the product Pi during the life cycle of the product family.
• M = {M1, ...,Mm} : set of m possible modules.
• S = {S1, ..., Ss} : set of s distant production facilities where a site Sl has a production capacity Capl.
• CFj : the management fixed cost of module Mj in the nearby facility.
• CVj : the assembly variable cost of module Mj in the nearby facility.
• CFjl : the management fixed cost of module Mj in facility Sl.
• CVjl : the production variable cost of module Mj in facility Sl.
• wj : the necessary time to assemble the module Mj in a finished product.
• Cjl : the load caused by producing module Mj in facility Sl.

Under these assumptions, we can represent a product (or a module) by a binary vector of size q. Each
element shows whether the corresponding function is required in the product (value = 1) or not (value
= 0). The set M contains m modules. It may be a selection of modules defined by the engineering or all
the possible modules issued from the whole combinatory.

The problem is now to determine the subset M
′ ∈ M , of minimum cost, such that all products in P can

be built in a constrained time window T with elements from M
′
. Concerning the products, the goal is to

determine which bill of material is the most suitable (Figure 2).

In order to take into account the process design, (1) the producer assembly line costs are considered - (2)
finished product assembly time must be less than the available time to respect the time delivery for the
customers. To take into account the supply chain design, distant location production costs are considered
(transportation costs are implicitly considered in the production costs because we treat a problem with
only one nearby location facility).

We have done a model of the problem using an Integer Linear Program formulation. Our objective consists
in minimizing all the costs linked to the activity of the producer and suppliers. These costs are : fixed costs
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Fig. 2. alternative bills of material

due to module management in the nearby location facility, module assembly costs in the nearby location
facility, fixed costs due to module management in the distant location facilities and module production
costs in the distant location facilities.

4.2 The mathematical model

The model given in this section consists to optimize simultaneously costs occurring in the nearby
location facility and the distant location facilities:

Z = min
m∑

j=1

CFjYj +
m∑

j=1

CVj(
n∑

i=1

DiXij) +
s∑

l=1

m∑
j=1

CFjlYjl +
s∑

l=1

m∑
j=1

CVjlQjl

s.t.

AXi = Pi ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n} (1)
m∑

j=1

wjXij ≤ T ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n} (2)

Xij ≤ Yj ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n} ∀j ∈ {1, · · · ,m} (3)
s∑

l=1

Qjl =
n∑

i=1

DiXij ∀j ∈ {1, · · · ,m} (4)

m∑
j=1

CjlQjl ≤ Capl ∀l ∈ {1, · · · , s} (5)

Qjl ≤ KjYjl ∀j ∈ {1, · · · ,m} ∀l ∈ {1, · · · , s} (6)
Qjl ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ {1, · · · ,m} ∀l ∈ {1, · · · , s} (7)

Yj , Xij , Yjl ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n} ∀j ∈ {1, · · · ,m} ∀l ∈ {1, · · · , s} (8)

Where Xij = 1 if module Mj is used in the bill of material of product Pi, 0 otherwise. Yj = 1 if module
Mj is selected (belongs to M

′
), 0 otherwise. A is the binary matrix whose the column j is the vector Mj .

Xj is the column vector composed by the variables Xij . Yjl = 1 if module Mj is produced in facility Sl,
0 otherwise. Qjl is the quantity of module Mj produced in facility Sl.

The objective function minimizes the full costs occurring in supply chain, where (
∑n

i=1 DiXij) is the
total demand of module Mj .

Constraint (1) shows that finished products Pi must be assembled exactly like the customer demand.
Constraint (2) indicates that products must be assembled within the time window T in order to respect
the delivery time. Constraint (3) translates the relation between Xij and Yj variables. If a module is
used in the bill of material of some products then it belongs to M

′
. Constraint (4) indicates that the

production of a module Mj must satisfy the requirements. Constraint (5) shows that production in facility
Sl must not exceed its capacity. Constraint (6) expresses the relation between Qjl and Yjl variables. A
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module Mj can be produced in Sl only if Mj is assigned to Sl (Yjl = 1). Kj is big constants bounded by∑n
i=1 DiXij .

The problem described here contains the set partitioning problem (constraints 1). We then conclude that
it is NP-hard in the stong sense.

5 Resolution with a taboo search algorithm

The Taboo Search (TS) is a methaheuristic approach designed to find a near optimal solution of combina-
torial optimization problems [6],[7]. TS can be sketched as follows. There is a set F of feasible solutions.
A move is defined as an operation or a function which transforms a solution x1 ∈ F into another solu-
tion x2 ∈ F . For any solution x ∈ F , a subset of moves applicable to it is defined as its neighborhood
N(x) ⊆ F . TS starts from an initial solution. At each step the neighborhood N(x) of a given solution
x is searched in order to find a neighbor x

′
. The move, which lead to the neighbor x

′
, is performed and

then the newly obtained solution is set as the origin for the next step. In order to prevent cycling, a
structure called the taboo list of length L (fixed or variable) is introduced to prevent returning to a
solution visited in the last L iteration. The taboo list is often interpreted as a limited queue of length L
containing forbidden moves.
For this problem, it is difficule to define moves that transform a feasible solution to another one. So, in
order to generate a new feasible solution from the current one, we use a group of moves (Figure 3) which
are used consecutively until finding a feasible solution. These moves are described in the elimination and
insertion neighborhoods.

Before introducing the description of the taboo search algorithm, let us introduce the following terminol-
ogy.

• A module Mj is compatible with a product Pi if it does not contain extra functions for this product.
So a finished product can only be assembled from compatible modules (because we require an exact
assembly of each demanded product).

• The degree of a module Mj is the number of finished products that are compatible with the module
Mj .

• M
′
is the subset of modules that are selected in the current solution.

• A product Pi is not feasible if it does not admit a bill of materials from modules in M
′
.

• The logistic costs of a module are costs (fixed and variable) generated by the production of the module
in the distant location facilities.

5.1 Taboo search algorithm

The algorithm (Figure 3) begins by an initialization phase (steps 1 & 2) which consists to generate an
initial solution. Step (1) is the determination of the bill of materials for each product. This is ensured
by solving the integer linear program formed by constraints (1), (2), (3) and (8). We note here that we
determine the bill of materials of products one by one. We then solve the above integer linear program by
freezing the variable i (which represents the finished products) at each time. Due to the size of the problem,
it is possible to do it exactly with an efficient integer linear programming solver. The choosen modules are
assigned to distant facilities (step 2) by solving the integer linear program formed by constraints (4), (5),
(6), (7) and (8). This program is easily solved by the ILP solver because the number of choosen modules
is always very small compared with the whole combinatory and also the number of distant facilities is
generally small in real supply chains.

Iteration phase (steps 3 to 8) consists in constructing a new subset of modules, allowing to define the bill
of materials of all finished products, from the current subset. This can be done by eliminating a module
(step 3) from the current subset M

′
and then inserting new modules (step 5) until the feasibility of all

finished products is prooved.

Once the new subset is constructed and new bills of materials for infeasible products are determined (step
4 permits to check and update bill of materials of finished products), the new solution is evaluated and
recorded if it is better than the current best solution (step 7). This processus is iterative until reaching
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Reading Data

Generate a random solution

End

Return best solution

Initialization

Iterations

Module assignment by solving the 
corresponding integer program   

Select an insertion neighborhood 

(with a uniform probability)

Insertion3Insertion2Insertion1 Insertion4

Elimination3Elimination2Elimination1 Elimination4

Select an elimination neighborhood 
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Feasible bill of 
materials?

no
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Re-optimization routine 

Evaluation of the new 
solution 

Better solution?

no

Recording 

Exit criterion?no

yes
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4

5

6

7

8

Exit

Fig. 3. The Taboo search algorithm

the exit criterion. The algorithm returns then the best solution recorded (Exit phase) that is, the best
subset M

′
, the corresponding product bills of materials and the corresponding module assignments.

Elimination and insertion operations are controlled by taboo lists of a specific length. Thus, we keep in
memory the latest modules that have been eliminated (resp. inserted) and we forbid their insertion (resp.
elimination) within a specific number of iterations.

The following will give a more detailed description of the different routines and neighborhoods used in
the algorithm.

5.2 Bill of materials feasibility control

After elimination (resp. insertion) of a module from (resp. in) M
′
, this routine takes the infeasible products

one by one and check their bill of material feasibility by solving the integer linear problem formed by
constraints (1), (2), (3) and (8). If the product admits a bill of materials by the new subset M

′
then

its bill of materials will be updated, otherwise it will be still considered as an infeasible product and its
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feasibility will be checked again in the next iteration.

5.3 Re-optimization routine

This routine consists only in cleaning the new subset M
′
by eliminating the modules that do not belong

to any bill of materials. It consists also in updating some data used by the other routines (such that
module degrees and quantity needed of each module). It consists also to assign the modules of M

′
to the

distant location facilities by solving the integer linear program formed by constraints (4), (5), (6), (7)
and (8), the objective function here is formed only from logistic costs.

5.4 Elimination Neighborhoods

Four elimination neighborhoods are considered:

• Elimination 1: Eliminates a module of small degree.
• Elimination 2: Eliminates a module that generates great logistic costs.
• Elimination 3: Eliminates a module of big degree (because it generates certainly great variable costs).
• Elimination 4: Random elimination.

The selection of the elimination neighborhood is determined by a random draw, that is a random number
between 1 and 4 is drawn (using a uniform probability law) and then according to the draw, one of the
above neighborhoods is used to determine the module to eliminate.

5.5 Insertion Neighborhoods

Four insertion neighborhoods are considered:

• Insertion 1: Inserts a module of small logistic costs.
• Insertion 2: Inserts a module of a big degree.
• Insertion 3: Inserts a module of big degree (by regarding only infeasible products).
• Insertion 4: Inserts a module that allow the bill of materials feasibility for an infeasible product.

As elimiantion neighborhoods, the insertion neighborhood used to insert modules is determined by a
random draw of a uniform probability law.

5.6 The Exit Criterion

Different exit criterions are considered simultaneously: computational time and number of iterations
without improvement of the objective function.

6 Computational experiments

6.1 Data sets and experimental conditions

This paper shows performances of this approach to solve small instances and to compare those results
with optimal solutions, further tests is conducting at this time on larger instances. For this, five small
instances have been generated on which the module set, the finished product set, the distant facility set,
the demand Di, the assembly operating times wj , the distant facility capacities, the module production
loads, the distant facility costs and the nearby facility costs are fixed.

The problem data was fixed as follow: q = 8, n = 30, where each product has at least 3 functions and
at most 6, m = 255 (all possible combinatory of modules) and s = 2. The assembly operating times wj

were fixed to 1, T was varied from 4 to 5.

Three cost files were randomly generated. For problem “Cost 1”: assembly costs are preponderant than
logistic ones while for problem “Cost 2” both costs are almost equivalent and for problem “Cost 3” logistic
costs are preponderant.
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The tests have been carried in C++ with Ilog Cplex9.0 library. They have been solved in a DELL station
/ 2.8 GHZ/ 1Go RAM. The computational time is fixed to 30 minutes for the taboo algorithm.

6.2 Result analyses

Following figures 4, 5 and 6 show the mean values of the numerical results per instance file, cost file
and delay value. The second column represents the mean objective function value of initial solution. The
third one represents the mean optimal value of the objective function, the forth one represents the mean
objective value of the best solution found by the taboo algorithm and finally the last column represents
the gap rate between both values expressed as a percentage format.

Instance 
file

Initial 
Solution

Final 
Solution

Optimal 
Solution Gap

1 41241 29712 28791 3,20%
2 37163 28374 27184 4,38%
3 38824 29009 27738 4,58%
4 41034 29816 28296 5,37%
5 34941 29041 27843 4,30%

Fig. 4. Objective function gap rate per instance file

Cost file
Initial 

Solution
Final 

Solution
Optimal 
Solution Gap

1 21395 15087 14156 6,58%
2 25838 19479 18552 5,00%
3 68689 53005 51203 3,52%

Fig. 5. Objective function gap rate per cost file

T
Initial 

Solution
Final 

Solution
Optimal 
Solution Gap

4 46306 31150 29092 7,07%
5 30975 27231 26848 1,42%

Fig. 6. Objective function gap rate per T

These first tests reveal that in average the gap rate is quite reasonable (7% at most) and fairly uniform
per instance or cost files (figure 4 and 5). This is a good sign because it shows that our taboo search
algorithm is stable and the neighborhoods are well defined. However, examination of figure 6 indicates
that the gap is increasingly smaller when T increases which is logically normal because the problem
becomes less difficult.
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Fig. 7. Evolution of objective value and solution size according to computational time

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the objective function value and the solution size (the average on all
instances) according to the computational time. The solution size is the number of distinct modules in
M

′
. This figure indicates that the taboo algorithm succeeds very quickly to improve greatly initial solution

(after about 7 minutes). Then, it continues to improve the solution because the interesting modules have
been already detected. The algorithm needs more time to investigate more solution space. In the other
hand, we see that the solution size follows approximately the same evolution shape as the objective
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function value. In fact, many modules in initial solution are generally used in litte bill of materials and
then, they increase greatly the fixed costs (either of assembly phase and production phase). The taboo
algorithm detects them very quickly through the first elimination neighborhood and consequently the
solution size decreases greatly at the first iterations.

We can conclude that thirty minutes is a very suitable computational time for this instance size. However,
this does not exclude that we can reach better solutions if we extend the algorithm run.

7 conclusion

This paper was dedicated to a difficult industrial problem arising when companies try to offer a large
variety of products to consumers. In this problem, a choice of components (modules) has to be efficient.
These modules are produced for stock, and used in the last stage, in the assembly line. Several authors
considered this problem, using different assumptions - a function can appear twice in a final product, a
final product can be substituted by another one containing more functions - but few papers consider the
problem in which each final product must correspond exactly to the demand.

We presented a new challenging model that takes into account the product family design, the process
design and the supply chain design at the same time. The product family design consideration is the
determination of an efficient modules set allowing to assemble products and to avoid function redun-
dancy. The process design consideration is delivery time constrained. Finally, the supply chain is capacity
constrained for all the distant location facilities. The objective functions consists in optimizing the costs
occurring in the activity of the producer and the suppliers.

We presented a taboo search algorithm with interesting neighborhoods. Tests on small instances and
comparisons with optimal values show the performance of our algorithm and encourage us to develop
more tests in order to improve its performance.

Further tests are conducted at this time. More big instances are being generated, we intend to verify until
which size our taboo is able to run and until which level it is able to improve the initial solution.
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